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1. Stating the problem 

Bridge design often is concerned with bridges of arc ground plan over 
point supports. Because of vehicle loads in different positions, the design 
involves determination and examination of various influence surfaces, these 
can, however, be produced only by some numerical solution of the plate 
differential equation. Development of a method likely to simply determine 
various influence surfaces and stress diagrams of deck bridges over arched 
ground plan by means of a medium capacity computer has been attempted. 

Our starting assumptions will be general enough to solve most of the 
pracl ical problems, at the same time permit exploitation of computing ad
vantages arising from the features of this structure type. 

Be the tested structure a thin plate of homogeneous, elastic material 
. over a ring segment ground plan, supported on both ends and along inter

mediate radii at equal angular distances by point-like or linear supports 
entraining arbitrary displacement constraints, and affected by an arbitrary 
system of vertical loads. Along the radii of supports, intermediate cross beams 
of identical design and end cross beams of a different design may be applied. 
Plate thickness is arbitrarily yariable in radial direction, while in annular 
direction, it may be identically variable within each span (Fig. 1). A method 
and procedure convenient for the computation of stress diagrams, stress and 
strain influence surfaces had to be elaborated. 

The most convenient method for taking the indicated stipulations of the 
problem into account was felt to be the displacement method of large finite 
elements, hence the solution will be based on this method. 
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Fig. 1 

2. llIethod of large finite elements 

Similarly to the method of finite strips [2, 3], this method is a variety 
of the finite elements method, offering considerahle computation advantages 
for special problems. It is especially useful for soh-ing structural prohlem;;; 
where the usual methods would require rather many unknowns for a given 
accuracy, or 'where deformational and stress discontinuities caused 13y internal 
constraints and stiffness jumps would inhibit the use of common methods ['1]. 

This method is hased 011 the division of the stnlcture into possihly few, 
large elements along lines containing the deformation constraints and stiffness 
jumps, and establishing the compatihility equations separately for the structurc 
as a "whole, on the hasis of eOllnection conditions of these "finite elements" 
and those of the internal strains inside the elements on the hasis of edge dis
placements and loads. This provides partly for the fact that nothing but an 
equation system of a reduced numher of unkno'wns has to he solved, containing 
the displacements of connccted edges, and partly for the possihility that de
formation constraints of different types can he taken directly into consideration. 
In case of elements of the same type and houndary conditions, identity of 
"eigenstiffness matrices" of edge displacemE'nts for all elE'ments means a great 
ease. For elements connectcd only at t·wo opposite edgE'S, the reduced com
patihility matrix of thE' entire structure will be of a hyper-continuant type, 
permitting further essential simplifications 

Authors of this method, A. GHALI and K. J. BATHE comhined it to the 
method of finite differences and applied to the analysis of straight-edge 
plates and discs [Ll, 5]. 
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3. Decomposition of the arched deck hridge to finite elements 

Let us decompose the entire structure to as many n identical plate 
elements numbercd 1, 2, ... , n, as there are spans, to two identieal end cross 
beams marked 0 and n, and n - 1 intermediate cross beams numbered 
1, 2, ... , n - 1, along the connection lines of cross heams (or ill their laek, 
assuming cross beams of zero rigidity). Elements join at intersection lines 
marked 0.1, 1.1, 1.2, ... , 1l,11. 

Omitting the fact that plates do not join exactly the strength axis of 
cross bcams, it can be stated that the displacement functions of cross beams 
have to coincide "with those of the adjaccnt edgcs. Denoting the formcr hy 

HO' UI' ••• , Un and the latter hy liO,I' Hl,I' HI.~' ••. , lir:, n in this order, joint 
conditions are: 

II rI,": • (1) 

Indicating the direct loads on the cross heams hy zg, I~, ... , I~, the 

forces acting on plate element edges hy 10.:, 11. 1, 11.2 • .•. , I",n and total loads on 
the cross beams hy 10,11, ••• , In then these load functions are related as: 

In.n • (2) 

Equation systems (1) and (2) permit to estahlish the reduced compatibility 
equation system of the system of large finite elements, after the stiffness 
relationships of the individual elements have heen determined. 

Determination of approximate "eigenstiffness" relationships of plate 
elements and then of cross heams hv means of the method of finite differellees 
will be presented hdo·w. 

4. "Eigenstiffness" relationships of the plate element 

Eigenstiffness relationships '\\-ill he determined according to yariational 
principles as usual in the method of finite elements [1]. 

Be the total deformation system of the plate elements - intermediating 
paTtitioning, conyenient for suhsequent steps - denoted hy the generalized 
Yector of left-hand (precedent) edge displacements, of internal displaeements 
and of right-hand (suhserruent) edge displacements. respectiYeh-: "- \ -1 '-' ' .' 

At the same time, be the generalizcd vector of the fUl1etiol1s of left-hand edge 
loads, internal surface loads and right-hand edge loads, making up the loads 
on the plate element: 
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According to the sign convention, positive forces do positive work if the 
corresponding (dual) displacements are positive (Fig. 2). 

According to the principle of minimum potential energy, the relationship 
bet'ween force and displacement functions is given by the condition: 

1I = ~Q({b}, {b}) - ({f}, {b}) = minimum! 
2 

I 
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'''''' 
Fig. 2 

(3) 

First term in this expression, the internal elastic energy of the plate is a 
quadratic form of the displacement vector, the second one is the work of 
external forces along the deformationf', as generalized scalar product of both 
vectors. Formally deriving (3) with respect of {b} yields the stiffness relation
ship: 

_8_(1I) = Q({b}) - {f}= O. 
8{b} 

(4) 

Q is a real, Hermitic transformation belonging to the quadratic form. Approxi
mating the total deformation and load function system of infinite degrees of 
freedom of the surface element by populations of finite values each, namely by 
deformations related to the nodes of a network of finite differences, and a 
system of external forces concentrated at these nodes. Now, the condition of 
minimum potential energy can be written with real vectors, of course only as 
an approximation, rather than with abstract vectors: 

1I ~ ~ 8* Q8- 8*f = minimum! 
2 

Q8- f = O. 

(5) 

(6) 
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Be the assumed differential network a ring-radial one with a mesh of interval 
}.r radially and of Llq; in annular direction. Introducing notations in Fig. 3, be 
the value system for inner point and arched boundary point deflections: 

1 I m, 

. " . k· J 

J 

Fig. 3 

Arched boundary point edge rotations: 

i = 1 and m, l<j<k. 

Let displacements H'i,j and fJi,j constitute the vector w of the internal defor
mations of the plate element: 

Be the deflections and rotations at straight edge point: 

Wi,j and %i.j respectively, for 1 m, j = 1 and k. 

Radial slopes at the corner points: 

Vectors UI and U r of left and right side edge displacements are composed of 
elements of the latter three displacement systems: 

Ui = [fJ ll, Un' U 21, ••• U m1, fJ m1 , %11' %21' •• "' %ml] 

u; [D1I" U 1/{, U:u" ... Um/{' fJ m!" %11" %2/{' ••• , %md • 
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Loads at inner points and arched edge points of the plate element are: 

Pi,j for 1 i In , 1 <j < k and 

11lri,j for i = 1 and In, 1 < j < k, respectively, 

to be replaced by loads and moments concentrated at nodes of the difference 
net'work in case of distributed load and edge moment, (Direct loads on the 
boundary strip L1q;r/2 wide are considcred as loads on the joining cross beams,) 
Each vector of internal loads is formed from these loads in the sequence of 
elements of the inner ddormation vector: 

Connection forces acting at the connection line and concentrated at the 
nodes are: 

j = 1 and k ; 

Let them constitute the vectors of left and right side edge forces of the plate 
element in the sequence of the edge displacements: 

[lILrll , qll' q ~l' .. " qml' 7nrm1, lnq:ll' mq:21' ... lnq:ml] 

[1I1rlk' qlk' q 2k' , • " qmk' 7nrrn !" m<plk' 7nq:2k' • , • m'imd . 

Partitioning matTix Q 'with respect to vectoT compollPllts band f rcsults III 

the following hypeTmatrix equation: 

(7) 

Df~t'~rminatioll of tlw cl"l1H'nts of matrix IS started appl'oximately 
'writing the potcntial cneTgy to he minimized [6]. 

The clastic deformation 'work of the tested plate is givcn by the integral 
(written in polar co-ordinatcs): 

1 Q(C'! {q) J}{ 1 -r 
1 8:2 le , 1 

2 0J' UJ = v TA ---
" 0'};2 r- r 

-- (1 p) IK. 6:2 1(; r~ 62
z{; 1 

01'2 '. r:!. Srp? l' 

-Kr~(~ 
_ 81' l r T} r drp dr. 

Oil' 

'Or 

olt' 

'Or 

a'l W)' 2 
3r~ 
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Let the potential derivatives in the integral be approximated by the 
differenee quotients of elements in the finitizecl deformation vector 8 of the 
deformation function {a}. On the hasis of interpolating polynomials of the 
lowest degree, the following expressions are valid: 

r a2w J . 1 - :'0-( 
L 1"1 :2 ;2 or i.j .or 

1 
:'0--

for 1 <j < k, 

. {I ] = or 
k 

for 

for 1: = {I or 
m 

for 1 < i < m, 

for i = 1 or m. 

These difference quotients '\'ill he considered as constant in the region snr
rounding points i, j of half-strip width each, hence the integration results in 
the following two sums for the first two integrands of the expression 

m /; 1 {I [J2W J I1 = "" ::5'-I(.· - --
~l' ~l' '). I,} 1'~ ;1«2 .. 
1=)= - 1 c:J I , I,) 

1 [LlW J [ Ll
2

w 1 }2 - -- -+- --0- ~.} 
ri Jr ., Jr- i' . I.} . .. J 

{[ 
J2 10] a)K.· --

, I,J Llr2 .' 
I,] 

[ 
1 [lJ2u; J . 1 [Lln. J l} . -- ---- F-
ry Lle{2 i,j r i Llr i.! t.} 

where Ki,j is the hending stiffness assumed to be constant also III the sur
rounding Fi,j of point i, j and 

F. 
I,} Jrp . ri . J'r for 1 <i<m and 1 <j < k, 

1/2 . Jry . rl . lr for 1 <i <m and j = 1 or k, 

1/2 . Llry (ri : ~ I.r ) I'r for i = {I or and l<j< k, 
m 

1/4 . Je{ (ri ! ~ lr) I'r for i = r or and j 1 or k. 
m 
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For the third integrand, the difference quotient will be "written for a secondary 
network of nodes shifted by half interval each in directions T and rp of the 
difference system: 

[ a [1 aw 1] --'--
aT Ta·· - " -er . ,-:-0.0. },o,o 

1 

. [Wo . ,.} 1 j < k . 

Assuming constant torsion and plate torsional stiffness within surface 
elements confined by primary nodes, integration leads to the sum: 

m-·l I: 

13=~~(1 
i=l j=l 

U )Ki..!.O 5. ''':'0 _ [~ II.~. .JW)]2 ;7' (T{ 
! , •. j,'<) !1r r J) . T .. ' , -q ,-:-O.o.},O.o 

'where 

In sums I l' 12 and 13, elements of vectors uz, wand U r are equally contained. 
The condition (5) of minimum potential energy can be -v.'ritten by means 

of the deduced sums as: 

17uz - p* w 

To simplify ,v-riting, let us renumber elements in 8 and f in the natural 

sequence of listing, denoting them as 01, ... , a", ... , dN and f], .. ·,fv, .. . !z" 
N = (k 2) (m 2) -;- 4. Minimum condition is met jf the partial derivate 
of n with respect to any deformation element is just zero. 

all aI:! aI3 _ f. . 0 

a ~ ,,~ .v 
U v OUv • 

all _ all I aI2 -----,--
aON baN abN 

All equations will be linear difference equations each, the equation 
system results in the "eigenstiffness" equation system of the plate element: 
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Element of matrix Q in position p, v will be gi'ven by 

In conformity , ... ith the identity between mixed derivates, Q[1", equals element 
Q",[1 in transposed position. Thus, Q is symmetrical, as follows otherwise from 
the real, Hermitic nature of transformation Q( ). 

Remind that to determine matrix Q it is useless to 'write total sums I l' 12 
and 13 but only terms containing both variables 6fL and 6v corresponding to the 

position of matrix elements Q'I,V to be determined. 
In order to determine all elements of one row of Q in a single step, in 

fact, operator weights of the difference operator assumed in view of the cor
responding point environment have to be established. Deduction of difference 
operators corresponding to various boundary conditions of arched plates -
such as that of the free edge along the arched edge - has been presented by 
BERGFELDER in his study on difference equations [6]. His operators - com
bined with "transient" operators of the radial edge and the corner points - are 
suitable for computer writing matrix Q. 

Maximum number of non-zero operator weights of the operator under
stood at point i, j is 13, the farthest elements of non-zero operator weight 
occur to the right and to the left, up-wards and downwards of point i, j, at 
two intervals' distance. Hence, if the plate element is wider than two intervals 
in direction (f, then difference equations understood at deformations UI do not 
contain elements Hr and vice versa. Excluding the practically irrelevant case 
where k < 2 it can be stated that in the partitioned form of Q (7): 

L = L* O. 

Hence, the stiffness matrix IS: 

(7a) 

Minormatrix A is the matrix of the difference equation system of the plate 
element rigidly restrained at both ends. Since, however, restraint causes 
kinematic redundancy in the structure, A must be regular and invertible. 
Making use of the inverse of A: 

w = A-I (p (8) 
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or, from (la) and (8): 

I[ = (C[- K[A-IKt)u[ 

Ir = (Cr-KrA-IK;')ur Kr A-I p. 
(9a,h) 

(8) delivers internal point displacements if edge displacements are kno"wn, 
while (9a, h) is an integer part of the redjlced compatihility matrix. 

5. "Eigenstiffness" matrix of cross heams 

Again, the eigenstiffness matrix of cross heams is ·written hy minimizing 
the total potential energy: 

'1 [(d2
lC\2 (d%21 ~ n = J 2 B. dr2 J -;- D d; J dr - J [q .H! + m'l' . %] dt -

L L 

where L is the cross beam length: B its bending stiffness; D the torsional 
stiffness, q and mm the yertieal load and the distrihuted torque, lC and % are 
the vertical displa'cement and the angle of rotation; mr1, mrm and VI' Vm heing 
hending moments and radial slopes at the cnd points, respectiyely. 

Without describing particulars of finitization steps, the following stiff
ness relationship can he written as difference equation system of the cross 
hcam: 

(10) 

·where Ci is the stiffness matrix of the cross beam, lli andl i heing displaccment 
and load vectors in the' order of pdge displacements and edge forccs of thc 

plate clement. 
For strnctures without edge heam, the stiffness matrix Ci ·will he zero. 
Let us notice h~re that eigenstiffness matrices Q and Ci as ·well as the 

reduced eigenstiffncss matrix 

(11) 

composed of coefficients of (9a, h) are singular, physically meaning that 
rigid-hody-like motions of the elements can he interprcted ·without loads. 
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6. Reduced compatihility equation system 

There being three different types of finite elements, in establishing the 
eigenstiffness relationships, only estahlishment of the coefficient matrix of 
end cross beams 

(i o and n) 

of intermediate cross beams 

(0 < i < 11) 

and determination of the coefficients of matrix equations 

A-I 

~-l 
-"-

is needed for all plate elements by substituting 

(I3a) 

(I3h) 

(Bc) 
(0< i < n) 

(Bd) 

Writing these equations for e"\'('ry beam and plate element and substituting 
them into the set of equations (1, 2), we obtain the reduced compatibility 
equation system uf the struetm'e, 

Introducing simplified notations: 

A-I Ki -Kr A-I K; 

N K[A-l K~~ 

10 18 K/ A-I PI 

Kr A-I Pi - K/A-1 Pi+1 

In Ig-Kr A-I Pn 

the reduced compatihility equation ",ystem "will he: 

-N 
1\'1 -N 

'-N* . 1\-1 '-N ~i 

'-N* ':M '-N U r:-1 

L -N* lVIr --1 L Un --1 

C'u 1. 

3 Per. Polo Civil 18/1- 2 

(Ha) 

(14h) 
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The hypermatrix equation permits to directly take into account the 
foHo'wing loads and displacement constraints of different character: 

a) Group of loads Pi acting at inner and arched edge points of plate 
surfaces can he involved in the hypcIvcetor elements It" and li+1 in the right
hand side hypervector of the matrix equation, hy means of teIms -KzA -IPi 
and -KrA -IPi" 

h) Edge moments acting at nodes of arched elements inside the support 
lines can hc accounted for in the same manner. 

c) Forces acting along the support lines can he clil'ectly reckoned 'with in 
elements of the l'espcctive vector l~ of the load hypen"ector. 

cl) l\Ioments concentl'atecl at nodal points of cross heams (or of the joint 
line) can he considered in the same term, 

e) and so can be hending momcnts acting at cross hcam end points. 
Among duali' of the cnumeratpd load typcs, the following displacements 

can hc directly specified: 
c') vCl'tical displacement of arhitrary nodcs along thc supporting linc 

(01' thc cross heams), 
d') rotations in direction q of the saIlle nodes, and 
e') Cl'O",S heam end plate l'otatiollS. 
Applicability of this method doe~ not suffer from the fact that displace

mcnt5 type a') and V) cannot he directly takcn into cOIlsideTation, since in our 
case deformation constraints are encounteTcd only along the joint lines of the 

elements. 
On the other hand, application of the method permits to meet any typc 

of deformation conditiom, without modifying the Tedueed eompatihility 
mat1'ix. This 'would, howev,or, he outside the scope of this paper. 

7. Regularizing the reduced compatibility matrix hy taking supports into 
consideration 

In writing eigellS1iffness eOlTf'lations and joint conditionE', no kind of 
cxteTllal deformation constraints were reekoll,>d -with, resulting in thc singular
ity of matTiccs (7,10,11). Since the reduced compatibility matrix C is still 

devoid of SUppOTt deformation constraints, this onc is also singular. For reg
ularizing, at least as many cxternal displacements constraints <:s needed for the 
structure to ])c static ally determined, and effects of rigid or elastic supports 

have to be considered. 
Effect of rigid mpports is simple to he taken into consideration eitheT 

hy: 
1. ZCToing yalues of displaecmcnts nUIuhen:d :z, /3, ... , i. inhihited by 

the support, by cancelling ihe corresponding rows and columns :z, /3, . " ., I. of 
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the compatibility matrix, The resulting non-singular matrix of lower order 
contains also the supporting conditions; 

2, zeroing the corresponding columns 1l11mbered x, /1, • , " I. and sub
stituting 1 for main diagonal elements C~~, CflrJ , ' , ., Ci.i . resulting in a non
singular equation system of thc same size as the oTiginal one the solution of 
which contains the reaction dynams among elements of the deformation 
vectoT; or by 

3. applying the method of considprinf?: the elastic deformation constraints, 
involving the least of change, Increasing diagonal elements C,,~, CfJrJ , ' , " Cj.J. 
is essentially equivdent to take into consideration elastic clefoT111ation con

straints realized at corre3ponding di8placements Ill;(' uf!' , , " lli.' Since bedding 
stiffness is pToportional to the, increase of diagonal elements, replacing C"", CrJfl, 

• , " Ci.i. hy sufficiently great fictiYe diagonal elements results in practically 
sti:ff deformation constraints [7J. 

}Iethocls 1 and 3 are advantageous hy maintaining the symmetry of 
the reduced eompatihility matrix in course of modification, 

8. Analysis of influence surfaces 

Computational adyantages of this sY8tem mostly appear 111 eomputing 
influcnce surfaces of stress and strain. 

Fl"om the principle of commutahility it follo'ws that any influence sur
face is identical to a 8pecial deflection diagTam helonging to a load of dynam 
or kinematic charaetl')'. Determining influence values of each plate field along 
boundaries HI and U r influence surface values of internal points 'will bc, ill 
conformity ·with (8): 

01', in case of plate elements subject to the load pToducillg the deformed surface: 

A-l K7 u? 

w'iO being the influcnce value8 on the primary beam plate rigidly fixed along 
its joint lines. 

Assuming yariables of forcc Ol" displacement character in the reduccd 
compatibility equation system, the set of equations for determining vectors 
Ul and U r of the folIo'wing types of influence surfaces can directly he 'written: 

reaction forcc influence surfaces of point supports; 

3* 

displacement influence surfaces of joint lines; 
reaction and displacement influence surfaces of elastic displacement 
constraints. 
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·With the intermediary of multipliers K[--\-l and KrA -1 in the load 
hyperyector, the set of equations of vectors u[ and U r belonging to the dis
placement influence lines of inner points of each plate clement can he \\--ritten. 

Since in analysis, nodal displacement differences are iuyolved in express
ing the first and higher deriyatives of thc deformation aTea, the kinematic 
stTaill infIut'Ilce suTfaces cannot cliTectly he pTodueed. On the otheT hand, 
approximation hy the difference quotients themselvt's permits to deteTll1ine 
stTain influence sUTfaces at the same aeCluan- as h,- the method of finite . . 
differences, such as: 

Expressing the tested stress hy paTtial clt'riyatin's of the defonnation 
function, the cLCTiYatiYes will he approximated hy difference quotients undCT
stood at the reference point of the influence suTfaee sought fm. TheTehy the 
tcsted st1'(>;;5 has lwen approximatpd as a linear comhination of nodal dis
placemcnts uuderstood at and aTOll11d the rcf'erenee point. ObYiously, the 
stress influence surface will he a similar linear comhination of the influence 
stufaces of corresponding nodal displacemcnts. Applying the OpcTatOT weights 
of the difference operator ahstracted from the linear combination as loads at 
the TefeTcnce point of the influence surfacf:' and at the corresponding enyiron
mental nodal points, then, in conformity with the pTinciple of inteTchangcahil
ity, this load will result in a deformation diagram identical to the approximatc 
stress influence ~urface. ThuE, it is useless to determine the superimpoEed 
displacemcnt influence slufaces one by one. 

Since the difference method fails in demonstrating singularity of stress 
at the Tefcrellee point, in the environmcnt of singularity, calculated and 
exact influence suTface vahleE greatly cliffer. This fact has a rathn theoretical 
significance, namcly in design practice, 110 loach concentrated t(J a degree to 
require an ovenIue accuracy of influence yalues around the singulaT point 
haye to he reckoned with. 

Summary 

The presented method of analysis lends itself to the determination of stresses, especially 
of stress influence surfaces of deck bridges over circular arc floor plan. by means of a medium
size computer. 

The displacement method oflarge finite elements has been applied, combining computing 
advantages of the methods of finite differences and of finite elements. 

E;sentially, the method consists in decomposing the tested strncture into elements 
of a size permitting to determine distribution of internal strains and stresses on the available 
computer, taking direct loads and joint conditions into consideration. Thus. stress-strain 
relationships of the entire structure will be given by the solution of the reduced compatibility 
equation written for the connection of large finite elements. size of this set of equations being 
but a fraction of the set of difference equations for the entire stTueture. raising no computer 
problems for most of practical cases. 

The method of large finite elements, illustrated here on the example of a special 
structure, is equally convenient to the analysis of large or composed surface structures, in 
particular, plates and discs of zig-zagged boundary conditions. 
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